
       FOCUS ON USER EXPERIENCE 

Experience is the first and most important requirement for networking 
in the cloud era. 

When there is a disconnect between network performance and  
end-user experience, it tends to get worse as the number of users, 
devices, and apps grow. Just passing traffic is no longer an acceptable 
measurement of a successful IT infrastructure.  

From the time that consumers first interact with us to when they’re 
deploying and managing their upgrades, rollouts, and trouble-shooting, 
we’re committed to providing a superior user experience. 

       REDUCE COMPLICATED WORKLOAD WITH AI 

Continuously monitor your network and recommend actions to 
keep it operating at maximum efficiency 

 Identify problems before they happen, so you can automate the 
resolution of small issues before they become big ones. 

 Ensure that users are connected, always.  

       REDUCE TROUBLE TICKETS BY UP TO 90% 

By predicting and addressing problems before they arise, Mist AI can 
help you achieve up to a 90% reduction in trouble tickets. 

 Saves you time and money 

 Frees up your IT staff to focus on other tasks 

       LOCATION SERVICES & LOWER OPERATIONS COSTS 

Juniper’s Indoor Location Services: 

 Provides real-time data across an entire campus

Helps institutions reduce network operating costs while keeping 
all users connected. 

 
Mist Cloud Architecture: 

 Converges Wi-Fi and virtual Bluetooth LE (vBLE) to enable high 
accuracy location services  

Access points leverage a 16-element vBLE antenna for  
unparalleled user experiences  

 Patented vBLE technology is quickly deployed with no battery 
beacons or manual calibration necessary. 

Environmentally-conscious technology that ensures today’s actions  
do not inadvertently limit future social, environmental, and  
economic choices. 

Myriad360 and Juniper Networks Partnership 

Myriad360 is an Elite Portfolio Partner with Juniper with Service  
Provider and Healthcare Accreditation. Myriad360 brings extensive 
expertise across entire IT lifecycles, meeting clients exactly where they 
are in their unique IT journey. 

Together, Juniper and Myriad360 create products and services based 
on a deep understanding of customer needs and the ability to utilize 
leading-edge technologies to solve those needs.

KEY BENEFITS OF 
JUNIPER’S MIST AI

Why Choose Myriad360 & Juniper?  

Myriad360 is a technology consultancy and integrator that has been 
recognized for excellence by Juniper Networks in the category of Data 
Center & Cloud for their ability to develop innovative data center and 
cloud-integrated network solutions with Juniper’s technology. 

       TIME-TESTED AI TECHNOLOGY 

Looking to improve your network operations and reliability  
with Myriad360? Juniper’s Mist AI is a powerful tool that uses advanced 
machine learning techniques and was designed with this goal in mind.

Juniper’s 
experience-first 

solution has these  
networking 
components

AI-Driven Enterprise which includes wired and 
wireless access and SD-WAN 3.0, all driven by Mist AI. 

Automated WAN Solutions for linking different offices 
and data center facilities with reliable connectivity. 

Cloud-Ready Data Center for simplified underlay/
overlay management with intent-based automation 
and assurance. 

Machine learning for automatically identifying issues 
and recommending solutions. This reduces the time it 
takes to resolve problems, saving you time and money. 

Reach out to Myriad360 today to request a demo 
and learn more about implementing Mist AI into  
your business: https://myriad360.com/contact/ 
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